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Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 1: Self-reflection
Activity steps
Step 1 Learn to know your strengths and
opportunities: Write down how
you imagine yourself as a
successor in your work and what
you identify as opportunities and
strengths.
Step 2 –
Participants form a group and
discuss what they found out
about them self – what they
identified as strengths and
opportunities. Write down your

Resources/materials

Time required

Pen and paper for the
participants

10 minutes

Computer to develop a
presentation

20 minutes

thoughts and prepare
presentation
Step 3 –
The participants present the
results from the groupwork. After
the presentation the other
groups should be encouraged to
ask questions and discuss the
results from each group.

Projector/screen

5 minutes presentation each
group, 10 minutes for
discussion

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 2: Gain insight from entrepreneurs and use your creative mindset
to spot new opportunities
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 Participants must identify three
entrepreneurs and write down
their names.
Step 2 –
Prepare three questions about
entrepreneurial opportunities
and ask about how they spotted
opportunities and came up with
their ideas. Participants must be
able to talk to at least one
entrepreneur.
The idea is to understand what
we can learn from entrepreneurs
and how we can use this
knowledge to form a framework
for education for others.
Step 3 –
Each participant must analyse
and write down the main themes
that they identified as
opportunities

Pen and paper

10 minutes

A mobile phone or other
resources to connect with at
least one entrepreneur out of
three. Record or write down
the answers

20 minutes

Pen and paper

20 minutes

Step 4 –
Group of 3- 4 participants discuss
and brainstorm about each other
themes and how they can be
integrated and consulted.
Step 5 –
Each group writes a short
paragraph on how their

Computer to develop a
presentation

15 minutes

Projector

10 minutes

integrated themes can result in
problem solving and create new
opportunities. Each group must
present their results in line with
the questions below:
- What are themes that
emerged from the
questions?
- How many themes were
you able to use to create
new opportunities?
- Why are they important?
- Newness – what is
unique about your
results?
- How can they be
integrated and
consulted?

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 3: Being inspired of the idea of becoming an entrepreneur
Activity steps
Step 1 –
Individual assignment: Who can
better understand the purpose of
being an entrepreneur and what
could be achieved through
learning to become one. Spark
participants interests and inspire
them to use their imagination as
entrepreneurs and spot
opportunities that will affect their
future financially, socially and
mentally. Ask the participants to
put they’re into the role of an
entrepreneur and write down
what they see.
Step 2 –
Ask your participants to describe
how they see the future if they
learn about entrepreneurship
and get some hands-on
education through learning how
an entrepreneur can succeed in
complex economic areas.

Resources/materials

Time required

Pen and paper

10 minutes

Each individual presentation

5 minutes each

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 5: Lego needs creative minds for new business opportunities
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Preparation – Buy small bags of
Lego
Step – 1
Group of 3-4 – provide each
group with a small bag of Lego’s,
one bag each, and ask them to
form a new business opportunity
only by building it up using Lego.
The participant must have
enough space on the floor where
they are going to sit and build up
the new business.

Small bag of Lego’s
Good pace on the floor and
one small bag of Lego

30 minutes

Step 2 –
Each team must deliver a model
build by Lego and explain what
kind of business it is, the creative
mindset to market the business
and the opportunity to grow in
the future.

Presentation – It is a fun
exercise were participants
behave as real entrepreneurs
and talk about their creative
approach to form a new
business.

15 minutes for presentation
and discussions

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 6: How to become a successful entrepreneur?
Activity steps
Step – 1
Participants interview each other
questions about entrepreneurs
they know or are aware of and
ask them to talk about how the
entrepreneurs became successful
Step – 2
When the interviews are done
both participants use their notes
to build up and structure
examples of how to become a
successful entrepreneur.
Step 3 –
The participants must write a
short exercise developed from
the examples they already have
about being an entrepreneur. The
exercise must explain:
• How entrepreneurs enhance
creativity
• What strengths do one need
to become an entrepreneur?
• The meaning of sharing
resources and networking
The participants then create a
mind map and describe the main
idea of how to become a
successful entrepreneur.

Resources/materials

Time required

Paper for the interviewer to
take notes

15 minutes

Pen and paper

20 minutes

Pen and paper to create a
mind-map connecting these
points

20 minutes for presentation
and discussions

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 7: Success and Failures: Brainstorming exercise
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step – 1
The teacher gives a brief lecture
about entrepreneurship - success
and failure stories. Then, the
teacher asks the participants to
talk about the pros and cons of
being an entrepreneur, research
the internet, share ideas about
how to become a successful
entrepreneur and write the best
ideas down on the whiteboard in
the classroom. The participants
must have in mind when talking
about entrepreneur’s success and
failure stories: What are the
opportunities for entrepreneurs
to develop ideas and start a new
business venture?
Step 2 –
Open-floor brainstorming – The
participants form questions out
of the ideas that will be
distributed after they have
formed groups.
Step 3 –
The teacher form groups and
distribute the questions to the
participants – not more than two
questions for each group. The
participants must answer the
questions on a paper.

Computer and marker to write
ideas on the whiteboard in the
classroom.

20 minutes

Pen and paper

10 minutes

Presentation

10 minutes for presentation
and discussions

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 8: THE B TEAM
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 –
he teacher introduces to the
participants THE B TEAM that was
created by Sir Richard Branson
and Jochen Zeitz
2013: https://bteam.org/whowe-are/our-history

Access to the internet,
computer and projector

3:20 minutes

Step 2 –
Split the participants into groups
of 3-4.
After watching the video, the
teacher asks the groups to read
the story about Halla
Tomasdottir, the CEO of THE B
TEAM since 2018.
Step 3 –
The participants must analyse
Halla Tomasdottir and her
journey as an entrepreneur. Here
is an example, but be creative
and google
her: https://bteam.org/ourthinking/news/meet-b-team-ceohalla-tomasdottir
Moreover, answer a few
questions:
- What makes Halla
Tomasdottir an
entrepreneur?
- Why did THE B TEAM select
her as a CEO.
- What does she have that
distinguish her as an
entrepreneur?

Computer and access to the
internet.

10 minutes for reading the
case.

Computer to prepare and
discuss the results from the
questions.

20 minutes

Step 4 –
The participants answer the
questions and prepare them for
group discussion and
brainstorming about successful
women entrepreneur in class.

Group discussions and idea
generation – brainstorming
and share ideas with the class

20 minutes brainstorming

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 9: Wealth creation entrepreneur vs social value entrepreneur
Activity steps
Step – 1
The teacher splits the participants
into two groups and introduces to
them the difference between
entrepreneurs' traits (the
capitalistic view and the social
view). Research the role of an
entrepreneur to understand the
difference between wealth
creation (capitalism) and social
value (social innovation). Written
down the different aspects of
each approach. Use google and
other resources available for this
exercise.
Example of a social entrepreneur:
non-profit, sustainability,
healthcare, public policy domains,
that is a social entrepreneur
combines social welfare and
commercial logics.
Step 2 –
The group's research, analyze and
discuss the difference between
entrepreneurs that:
- Embrace capitalistic values.
- Embrace social values.
Step 3 –
After the research, analysis and
discussion in the groups, they
must write down answers to
these questions:
• What makes the social
entrepreneur different from

Resources/materials

Time required

Computer

30 minutes

Pen and paper

15 minutes

Discussions

20 minutes

•

•
•

the capitalistic oriented
entrepreneur?
Is it important for
entrepreneurs to embrace
society?
Can an entrepreneur be both
- How?
What, if any, are the
advantages of playing both
sides?

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.1 Spotting opportunities – use your imagination to identify/create
opportunities
Activity 10: “The Full Monty”
Activity steps
Preparation: The teacher
introduces the movie “The Full
Monty”, which is most likely the
best runaway success story in
British cinema history, to the
participants either in class or by
email and asks them to watch the
movie before next class.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The
_Full_Monty
The participants must pay
attention to the role of the main
actor and consider the nature of
this person who would never
think of him as an entrepreneur.
Thus, think critically about the
importance of entrepreneurs and
whether it is crucial to learn
about entrepreneurship – why is
it important to teach
entrepreneurship - What steps
toward teaching
entrepreneurship come into
mind?
The participants must be creative
and help the teacher to develop
their way of teaching
entrepreneurship.
Step 1 –
Class discussion about how
important it is to understand how
the real entrepreneur can bring

Resources/materials

Time required

None

None

It’s a fun exercise that should
act in discussion brainstorming new ideas etc.

Use your time to brainstorm
and discuss the movie,
consider other examples
that demonstrate similar

unexpected ideas into action for
survival.
Remember this movie gives you a
real example of how an
entrepreneur act to survive and
how eagerly he pushes everybody
to the limit in order to make it
happen.
Each participant takes notes
during discussion.
Step 2 –
The teacher asks the participants
to form groups of four and
discuss their notes and write
them down for presentation.

activities. No time limits –
the teacher stops the
discussion when nothing
new comes into the debate.

Presentation

10 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 1: ComparetheCreativity.com
Activity steps
Step 1 – Screen the “Official
Compare the Meerkat
Advert by Aleksandr Orlov”

Resources/materials
Link for screening:
https://youtu.be/M0mXUC0cUPg

Time required
3 minutes

Resources:
Computer with internet access and speakers
Projector
Step 2 - The following steps
are to be done individually
or with a partner. Guide all
participants to read the case
study.

Case study:
https://www.theguardian.com/videoadvertising/meerkat-mission

Step 3 – Individually or with
a partner, participants
should answer the following
questions about the case
study.

Download and print (optional) the Case
Study Question sheet.

15 minutes

Resources:
Either printed handout of linked case study
Or
Electronic device to which participants can
view case study.

•

•
•

•
•
•

What challenge was the
comparethemarket.com
campaign aiming to solve?
What was the main objective
of the campaign?
Why was the word
“meerkat” used in
replacement for “market”?
Can you identify and list
where creativity was used in
the campaign?
Why do you think this
campaign was so successful?
What, if anything, have you
learned from this case study

30 minutes

that you can transfer to your
own creative projects?
Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
• Printed Worksheets
Step 4 – Group discussion
and Reflection. Form a
circle, and as a group go
through the questions and
discuss answers together.
Make point to discuss what
ahs been learned and can be
taken forward into future
creative projects.

None

35 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 2: Develop your own Creative Workout Routine
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 –
This activity begins with participants
working individually. This step uses
the technique of free writing for an
initial self-reflection. Ask the
participant to free write for five
minutes their personal answer for the
following three questions:
• Do you consider yourself a
creative person? Why? Why
not?
• What inspires you?
• When did you last feel most
creative? What helped you get
in that creative zone?
Give vocal cues when the 5 minutes is
up and it is time to move on to the
next question.
Step 2 – Gather together as a group
and share and discuss experiences
about “What helps you get in the
creative zone?”

Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
• Timer

15 minutes

Resources (optional – for if
ideas want to be noted):
• Pens
• Paper

10 minutes

Step 3 – Present the “How to Develop
your own Creativity Workout”
presentation to the group. This
presentation outlines the importance
of creating the best personal
conditions to optimise an individual’s
creativity.

Download the pre-made “How
to Develop your own
Creativity Workout”
presentation.

10 minutes

The presentation includes this
video:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=_NHu6gM91aA

Step 4 – Ask each participant to
individually develop their own
creativity workout. A creative workout
is a routine that participants can
follow before completing tasks that
require creative thought. Emphasis on
that this is a working document –
constantly changing to what the
individual finds works best for
themselves.
Step 4 – Gather the participants
together for each to briefly share a
summary of their creativity workouts
and the reasons behind their design.

Resources (to display the
presentation):
• Computer/laptop ideally with internet
connection.
• Projector to display
the presentation.
• A Working soundsystem.
Download and print one “My
Creativity Routine” worksheet
for each individual.

25 minutes

Resources:
• Pens
• My Creativity Routine
Worksheets
None

10 minutes

Step 5 –
Ask the Participants to, in their own
time, test their own creative workouts
before doing tasks that require
creative thought.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Step 6 - At the beginning of next
session, follow up and ask for
feedback about their experience of
following their creative workout.

None

10 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 3: Refining and Communicating Ideas using Mood Boarding
Activity steps
Step 1 – The Brief
This is an individual activity. Set the
participants the following task: “You
are considering to set up a personal
online blog. You have a friend who has
offered to design the site for you. Your
task is to create a digital moodboard
to visually communicate your design
ideas and inspirations to them.”
Step 2 – Mind Map
Have each participant imagine their
personal blog and make a mind map.
This will guide the mood board. Mind
map prompts could include:
Who? The target audience
What? Its purpose or theme
Why? Aims, values, objectives and
inspirations
How? Its feeling, colours, key words
Step 3 – Gather online inspirations
and photos
Have each participant gather online
inspirations and photos relevant to
their chosen theme. Have them save
them in a readable format in a folder
titles “Mood Board Bank” on the
desktop.
Guide the participants to use key
words from the mind map to search
and collect online material which will
be potentially later incorporated in
their mood board.
Consider:
• Images

Resources/materials

Time required

None

5 minutes

Resources:
• Pens
• Coloured Pens
• Paper

20 minutes

45 minutes
•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colours
Visual Metaphors
Words
Fonts
Textures
Feeling
Inspiration from Existing
Sources
Step 4 – Refine the collected online
material
Ask the participants to review the
online material they collected and
chose up to 20 of their favourite.
Step 5 – Go online and sign up with
Canva
Have each participant follow the link
to Canva. Give them a few minutes to
sign up and familiarize themselves
with the interface.
Step 6 – Choose a free mood board
template
Advise participants to select a mood
board template on the Canva site or
they can use a blank mood board
canvas through clicking “Create a
Design” and searching “Mood Board”.
Step 7 – Import the refined collected
online material
Once the canvas is set up, direct
participants to click “Uploads” in the
left hand tool bar, then “Upload an
image or video” and select their up to
20 selected photos
Step 8 – Design the Mood Board
Using the imported material and
Canva features available, ask the
participants to design their mood
board! Consider: Image placement –
the mood board is a visual
communication tool.
Step 10 – Share Mood Boards and
Evaluate
Either print off the mood boards or
electronically share them with the
group. Have the participants come
together to share their experience of
making the mood board and what
they aimed to communicate, in turn,

•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

15 minutes

•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

10 minutes

Link:
https://www.canva.com/create/m
ood-boards/
• Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

5 minutes

•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

5 minutes

•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)

1 hour

•

Computer/Laptop with
internet access (1 per
person)
Printer (optional)

20 minutes

•

have the rest of the group feedback
on what the mood board evoked for
them.

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 4: : iCreate
Activity steps
Step 1 – Present the 10 tips
for filmmaking presentation
to the group.

Resources/materials
Download the 10 tips for filmmaking
presentation.

Time required
15 minutes

Resources (to display presentation):
• Computer/Laptop
• Projector

Step 2 - Split the
participants into groups of 3
or 4.

None

2 minutes

Step 3 – Introduce the
groups to the brief:
“A local school has asked
you to create a 1-2 minute
video for its students
detailing top tips on how to
be creative”
Outline the limits:
- 1 video must be
generated per group
- The video must be
recorded using a
mobile phone
- The video must be
taken in one-take
(no editing!)
Step 4 – Initial Planning
• The Content - Have
the groups plan
their top creative
tips to include in the
video.

None

10 minutes

Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
• Ruler
• Coloured Pens

30 minutes

•

The Location –
where is this video
to be filmed?
• The Presentation Ask the groups
consider how they
want to present the
content. For
example, as a news
report, vlog,
interview, tutorial.
Step 5 - Storyboarding
Each group should complete
a storyboard. A storyboard
is a sequence of sketches
that represents the shots
planned for production. It is
a working document.
Step 6 – Create the Props
and other preparations.
Participants should ready
themselves for production
making the necessary
arrangements.

Download and print the storyboard template
(1 per group).
Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
• Ruler
• Coloured Pens
Resources dependent on the group’s
requirements and the availability of their
requests.

Step 7 – Action! Filming
commences.

•

Step 8 – Screening the films
Each group should send
their video from the mobile
to the computer. For
example, through email.
Screen the films to the
group.
Step 9 – Gather the group to
feedback on each other’s
films and for a reflection of
the filmmaking process.

•
•
•

None

1 x Charged Mobile phone with
video camera, enough memory (per
group) and internet access – it is
suggested that the participants use
their own phones where possible
Computer/Laptop with internet
access
Speakers
Projector

25 minutes

45 minutes

1.5 hours

As required

25 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 5: Multiply Your Money
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Give each participant €1 (or
the equivalent as relevant to the
country’s currency).
Step 2 Introduce the task of seeing how
much money they can generate
through investing their €1. Any return
on the €1 will be donated to their
chosen charity or cause. First they
must gather in a circle together and
make a group decision on whether to
work individually, in small groups or
collaborate together and pool the
money.

€1 (or the equivalent as relevant
to the country’s currency) x the
number of participants.
None

10 minutes

Step 3 – Research and Planning
In their chosen dynamic they must:
1. Chose the charity or cause to
donate any potential proceeds
2. Research, discuss and mind map
ideas on how to invest their
money in order to make a return.
They can use resources freely
available around them but can
only purchase items up to their €1
per person budget.
3. 3. Generate a practical action
plan. Keeping in mind must be
that this is to be put into place
later on in the session.

To support Planning and Research:
• Pens
• Paper
• Computers/Devices with
access to internet or there
is the option to use their
mobile phones. This is for
research including
researching the cost of
materials.

1.5 hours

For example, a potential initiative
might be investing the money in a
sponge, soap and bucket and
washing cars in the car park or
collecting rocks or jam jars and
using the money to decorate them
and sell them on.

15 minutes

Step 4 –
Participants create a shopping list for
their initiatives which should not
exceed their total budget. The
shopping lists are then to be
purchased – the means to this is at the
trainer’s discretion.

For example, Participants could go
to the local shop or a volunteer
could go on behalf of the
participants whilst the participants
use the extra time to finalise their
action plans – the way the
shopping list/s are collected is to
be negotiated between the
participants and trainer but
ultimately at the trainer’s
discretion.

As required.
Estimated: 1 hour.

Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
• Each participant’s €1 (or
equivalent)
• Transport as required and
available
Step 5 - Preparing for action
Now the participants have their
materials to implement their action
plans, they should prepare the space,
resources, marketing and any other
needed preparations for their
initiatives.

Step 6 – Action!
Launch the initiatives.

Step 7 – Evaluation
Gather the participants together to
debrief and to reflect on the
experience. Count and donate the
money proceeds to the chosen cause
or charity.

•
•
•
•

Pens
Paper
Purchased Shopping lists
Additional resources as
required by participants –
dependent on availability.

2 hours or as
required.

Consider the marketing
strategy…word of mouth? Social
media? Posters? What’s most
effective is individual to the
initiative and its target audience.
Resources:
3 hours
• As required and preconsidered by the initiative
organisers
• Materials generated by the
participants
• Mobile phone for Social
Media promotion
(optional)
• Some petty cash for cash
flow purposes (optional)
Question suggestions to guide
30 minutes
evaluation:
• Can you summarise your
approach to the task?
• What does success mean
to you? And do you

•
•
•
•
•

consider your initiative
successful?
What were the challenges
you encountered?
Did you overcome these
challenges? If so, How?
What strategies did you
feel worked well? + Why?
What would you do
differently next time?
Did you enjoy the
experience? Why?

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 6: Question Storming
Activity steps
Step 1 – This activity
requires group and
individual work. Before the
session, the trainer should
identify a problem in the
local community and
prepare a challenge
statement which the group
will then have to work to
resolve.
Step 2 – Present the
challenge statement to the
group. Using post-it notes,
ask each participant to
individually write down as
many questions as possible
to investigate the challenge
statement.
Step 3 - As a group, go
through and consider the
questions. Group together
similar topic questions.
Note: This step is to
organise the questions – not
answer them!
Step 4 –
Together, Identify and
prioritize the most
significant topics and amend
and improve the questions
relating to these topics. For
example, amending yes/no
closed questions to open
questions.

Resources/materials

Time required

None

Pre-session: 15
minutes

Resources:
• Pens
• Post-it notes
• Whiteboard and pen (optional – to
write challenge statement on)

5 minutes

None

15 minutes

None

15 minutes

Step 5 – Discuss the
identified topics further
using the questions as
prompts.
Step 6 – Revisit and rewrite
the original challenge
statement, making
amendments based on the
previous discussion. The
process of the previous
steps is aimed to develop a
deeper understanding of the
problem.
Step 7 – Reflection. Reflect
on how and why a deeper
understanding of the
challenge can help the
process of problem-solving.

None

25 minutes

Resources:
• Whiteboard and pen (optional – to
write challenge statement on)

15 minutes

None

15 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 7: Repurposing for Pancakes
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Split participants
into groups of 3 or 4.

None

5 minutes

Step 2 Give each group an
inventory of recycled
materials and access to
unlimited equipment.

Inventory Contents (per group)
• 3 x Tin cans (empty and clean of
contents)
• 1 x Ball of String
• 2 x Tea Light Candles
• 1 x Box of Matches
• 1 x Bowl
• 1 x Wooden Spatula
• 1 x Oil
• 2 x Small plates
• 1 x Premade Pancake Mix
• 1 x Lemon
• 1 x Sugar
• 1 x Banana
• 1 x Chocolate Spread

5 minutes

Equipment available - for building of pancake
stove and for group’s design and marketing:
• Scissors
• Knife
• Paper
• Coloured Marker Pens
• Sellotape
• Glue
• Masking tape
• Blue tack
Step 3 - Planning
Give the groups the brief to
create a working pancake

Coloured pens, pencils and paper to be
available for creating the plan and sketches.

15 minutes

stove using the recycled
materials. Each group
should discuss and plan
their design and draw some
initial sketches. Note: not all
resources need to be used.
Step 4 – Producing
Using the inventory
materials and equipment
provided the groups should
put their ideas into action
and build the stove! The aim
is for the pancake stove to
be functional and each
group should produce and
plate at least one pancake
for demonstration.

Resources and equipment as
aforementioned in Step 2.

30 minutes

Step 5 – Identity and
Marketing
For their pancake stove
product, give the groups are
the task to come up with a
name, slogan, logo and an
additional piece of
marketing content, for
example, a poster, short
advert or jingle. This is in
preparation for their
product launch.

The groups should consider the questions:
• Who is the target consumer?
• Why is there a need for this product?
• What is the price of the product?
• Where will this product be sold?
• How sustainable is this product?
• What makes this pancake stove
unique?

50 minutes

Step 6 – Launching the
product
Each group should then
present and do a live
demonstration of their
pancake stove. Their
presentation should include
their brand and marketing
content and not exceed 10
minutes.

None

Equipment:
• Scissors
• Knife
• Paper
• Coloured Marker Pens
• Sellotape
• Glue
• Masking tape
• Blue tack
Dependent on
number of groups:
10 minutes x
number of groups.

Step 7 – Group Feedback
and Reflection
Gather the group together
in a circle to feedback on
each other’s pitches.

Reflective question suggestions:
• Which groups pancake stove would
you buy? + Why?
• What were the challenges you
encountered?
• What did you do well?
• What other skills did this task
require?
• How did you use your creativity in
this task?
• What would you improve next time?

20 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 8: : Scrambling for Ideas
Activity steps
Step 1 – Split the
participants into groups of
3-4.
Step 2 Give each group an egg and
access to an inventory of
the listed craft materials
and resources.

Resources/materials

Time required

None

10 minutes

Eggs (1 per group)

5 minutes

Inventory (per group):
• 1 x Newspaper
• 3 x Plastic Bag
• 1 x Egg Box
• 1 x A4 paper
• 6 x Pipe Cleaners
• 1 x Ball of String
• 1 x Sheet of Bubble Wrap
• 5 x Paper Clips
• 1 x Stapler
• 1 x Glue
• 1 x Blue Tack
• 1 x Scissors
1 x 6-foot Ladder or similar

10 minutes

Step 4 –
Using only the inventory
materials, each team now
has to design a
parachute/structure to
protect the egg with the aim
for it not to crack when
dropped off the ladder.

The inventory as listed above.

1 hour

Step 5 (optional) -

3 External Judges (optional)

10 minutes

Step 3 – Set up a 6-foot
ladder in an open space.
This will be where each
group’s egg will be dropped
off.

Optional – make it a
competition and gather 3
volunteers external to the
groups to act as judges and
have them rate the
structures out of 30 based
on design (1-10),
functionality (1-10) and
creativity (1-10).
Step 6 - Time to test! Gather
the groups and collect all
the structures and eggs.
One by one drop each
structure and egg off the
ladder and see if they crack!
Step 7 – After the activity,
reflect on the process and
experience. Share strengths,
weaknesses and aspects to
improve.

1 x 6-foot Ladder or similar

15 minutes

None

20 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 9: The Entrepreneurial Times: Finding inspiration through investigating an existing
business
Activity steps
Step 1 – For this activity
participants are divided into
small groups of up to 3.
Step 2 The participants are now
journalists! Each group
should
• Identify a local
business they wish to
report on.
• Generate an
overarching question
to explore - this will
help guide their
investigation
Step 3 – Research and
planning
• The participants
should research the
business, similar
businesses and the
industry online.
• Each group should
make an initial plan
for their article.
Step 4 –
This research informs this
next step. The groups must
then develop a list of
interview questions for their
business of choice.
Step 5 - Groups should then
make contact and conduct an

Resources/materials

Time required

None

10 minutes

Resources:
• A computer/device with internet
access
• Pens
• Paper

20 minutes

Resources:
• A computer/device with internet
access
• Pens
• Paper
•
Note: This background reading helps the
journalist gain a deeper understanding and
a responsible article is more likely to be
produced.
Resources:
• Pens
• Paper
•
Note: Using open questions rather than
closed questions allows for more complex
answers.
Resources:

30 minutes

30 minutes

As required.
Estimated: 2 hours.

informal
interview/conversation with
the business, either on the
phone, in an email or in
person – perhaps this is the
most effective method.

Step 6 – Each group should
then write their article. This
should be no more than one
page and contain at least one
photograph. It should answer
the original question that the
group proposed…unless the
question has evolved since.

Step 7 – Groups should then
exchange and read each
other’s articles. Collect the
articles together to form
“The Entrepreneurial Times”
Newspaper.
Step 8 – Gather the groups
for a reflection of the
experience.

•
•
•
•
•

A computer/device with internet
access
Mobile phone (for contact, voice
and image record)
Transport as required
Pens
Paper

Note: Participants should consider how they
wish to record this information. For
example, taking notes, memory, a voice
recording, or video.
Download The Entrepreneurial Times Article
Template and share digitally to support
article writing (optional).

1.5 hours

Resources:
• A computer/device with internet
access
• Pens
• Paper
• A camera/smart phone camera
(optional)

Resources:
• A printer (only if articles in digital
format)
• A stapler

30 minutes

Reflective questions suggestion:
• How did you find this activity?
• How did you work in a team?
• Did the initial question you
proposed change over the process?
• What were the challenges?
• Did you overcome these
challenges? If so, How?
• What have you learned during this
experience?
• What have you learned from the
other group’s articles?
• Do you feel like you understand the
topic you improved better?
• What would you do differently next
time?

30 minutes

Module 1: Ideas and Opportunities

1.2 Creativity – develop creative and purposeful ideas
Activity 10: Unleashing Your Natural Creativity
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – This is a group
activity. The first part of this
activity (Step 2) works best
with 6+ participants.

None

2 minutes

Step 2 –
1. Gather the
participant’s in a
circle.
2. The 1st person in the
circle makes a noise
with any part of
their body and
sustains it to their
beat. For example,
whistling, tapping
their foot, saying a
specific word – it
can be as creative as
they want to make
it.
3. Whilst the first
person sustains
their noise, the
person to the left
then creates and
sustains a different
noise.
4. The next person
then adds their
chosen noise and so
on until the whole
circle are making a
different noise to
each other. Music is
being made!

None

10 minutes

5. Once everyone is
making a noise, the
original first person
stops making their
noise.
6. Following this, the
second person then
stops their noise
and, in turn, the
third person stops
their noise. This
continues until
everyone ceases – it
should have a music
fade like effect.
Step 3 – Gather the group
into a comfortable position
for a screening of the Ted
Talk “A Powerful Way to
Unleash Your Natural
Creativity”

Step 4 – Reflecting on
creativity. Have the group
form a circle for a discussion
prompted by the questions:
• 1) What have you
learnt about
creativity through
both the music
making activity
(Step 2) and the
screened video?
• 2) How can you use
what you’ve learnt
about creativity in
the future?
Key topics include:
multitasking, collaboration,
transferable skills, problemsolving, and enjoyment.

•

1 x Computer/device with internet
access
• 1 x Projector
• 1 x Speakers
Or equivalent equipment to screen the
video.
Link of video to be screened:
https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_harford_a_
powerful_way_to_unleash_your_natural_cre
ativity?language=en
Resources (to note down key answers):
• Whiteboard and Pen

17 minutes

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 1: Building my idea
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Step 1 – Organising the teams
The problem to solve is to
erect a structure as high as
possible using plane paper (A4
80g/ m2 ) and staples based on
teams’ ideas.
The team have to count the no
of paper sheets used for
construction and the staples
used.
Winner: the team with the
highest construction that stay
with no support.

1 room with possibility to be
divided using mobile panels (34 panels related to the no of
teams) or 2-3 rooms
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils
1 stapler/team
100 files of paper/team
1 set of staples (1000
pcs)/team
Coloured pencils or Cariola

20 minutes

Step 2 – Distributing the task
inside the team
Each team will elect or
nominate the team leader,
accountant and monitor.

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 3 – Working on teams
The teams are advised to make
first a draw of the future
construction.
The lector will visit all teams to
see the progress and to assure
the confidentiality of ideas.

1 room with possibility to be
divided using mobile panels (34 panels related to the no of
teams) or 2-3 rooms
1 stapler/team
100 files of paper/team
1 set of staples (1000
pcs)/team
Coloured pencils or Cariola
1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

60 minutes

1 room
Tables + chairs

20 minutes

Step 4 – Projects presentation
The teams have 10 minutes
each to present the structures.

Step 5 – Cost evaluation

Time required

20 – 30 minutes

The lector will ask teams to
count the costs based on:
1 paper sheet = 1EUR
1 staple = 0.1EUR
1 work*hour = 10EUR/person

Flipchart + paper + pencils

Step 6 – Activity evaluation
The lector will present the
winner.
The students will be asked
about problem solving, taking
the risks, working with limited
resources
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 2: Create with limited resources
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Step 1 - Organising the teams
The challenge is to produce a
“commercial product” using
limited resources, plain paper
(A4 80g/ m2 ), staples and
colours. There are no
restrictions for design.
The teams have to count the
no of paper sheets used for
product and the staples.
The teams will “sell” the
products each to others.

1 room with possibility to be
divided using mobile panels (34 panels related to the no of
teams) or 2-3 rooms
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils
1 stapler/team
100 files of paper/team
1 set of staples (1000
pcs)/team
Coloured pencils or Cariola

20 minutes

Step 2 – Distributing the task
inside the team
Each team will elect or
nominate the team leader,
accountant and monitor.

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 3 – Working on teams
The teams are advised to make
first a draw of the future
product.
The lector will visit all teams to
see the progress and to assure
the confidentiality of ideas.

1 room with possibility to be
divided using mobile panels (34 panels related to the no of
teams) or 2-3 rooms
1 stapler/team
100 files of paper/team
1 set of staples (1000
pcs)/team
Coloured pencils or Cariola
1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

60 minutes

Step 4 – Products presentation
and “selling)
The teams have 10 minutes
each to present the products
and the price.
After selling the lector count
the positive votes.

Time required

20 – 30 minutes

Step 5 – Activity evaluation
The lector will present the
winner.
The students will be asked
about problem solving, taking
the risks, working with limited
resources
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 3: Problems’ identifying
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction
The lector presents the subject
of the activity “Problems’
identifying”
The task is to identify and to
prioritise the problems into a
company / organisation

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Selection of a case
study
The lector stimulates the
students to present public or
general problems that they
were confronted or they have
information about
If the case the lector call
proposes a case (e.g. The
public transport)

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Problems identifying
The lector will present the
methods:
• asking the involved
persons
• asking the experts

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 4 – Practical work
The students will make the list
of the problems playing the
role of involved person

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 5 – Practical work
The students will prioritise the
problems

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

The students will identify the
“fundamental problem”
Step 6 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to students

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 4: Planning by objectives
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction
The lector presents the
content of the activity

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Practical work
Preparing the “Causes –
Effects” diagram
Based on the results of the
Activity 3 the students will
select the “cause” problems
and the “effect” problems.
The students will draw the
“Causes – Effects” diagram

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Practical work
Analysing the aim
The students will “transform”
the fundamental problem into
the project “aim”.

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 4 – Practical work
Preparing the “Means –
Results” diagram
The students will transform
the “Causes – Effects” diagram
into the “Means – Results”
diagram

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 5 – Practical work
Drafting the Activities’ Plan
The students will draw the
activities’ plan into a table

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Note: the work is possible to
be realised by teams.

form based on means and
results
Step 6 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 5: “3 R” that can help me
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction to
activity
The lector presents the topic
“3 R” = reuse, repair and
recycling
Organising 2 or 3 teams
The students will select a
practical activity (an ongoing
business) for analyse

1 room
10 minutes
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils
https://www.recyclenow.com/reducewaste/5-easy-steps-reduce-waste

Step 2 – Activity description
The students will make a
short draft of the company’s
activity underlining the main
activities and the main
resources used

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 3 – Practical work
Reuse identification
The students will identify
solution for reuse resources,
final products, end time
products

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

15 minutes

Step 4 – Practical work
Repair identification
The students will identify
solution for used products
repair

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

15 minutes

Step 5 – Practical work
Recycling identification
The students will identify
solution for products’
recycling

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step – 6 Conclusion
The students present the
solution for the selected
companies.
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 6: Let’s manage “3R”
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction of he
“3R” management
The lector presents the topic
of this activity – The “3R”
management

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Life-cycle analysis
Presentation of the principles
of the Life-cycle analysis (LCA)

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Practical work
Identifying the resources for
LCA
Description the actual
situation into a company

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 4 – Solid waste
management
Presentation the principles of
the solid waste management
Waste selection
Waste recycling

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 5 – Practical work
Identifying the resources for
solid waste management

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 6 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to students

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 7: Identifying “resources” for economy
Activity steps
Step 1 – Introduction the topic
The lector presents the work –
individual practical work based
on the own company

Resources/materials

Time required

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Practical work: activity 1 room
evaluation
Tables + chairs
The students have to selfFlipchart + paper + pencils
evaluate their companies (if
some have no company will
make team with an existing
owner).
From resources to final
product – evaluation of the
state

30 minutes

Step 3 – “3R” identification
The students will identify the
resources and solution(s) for
reuse, repair and recycling

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 4 – Drawing 3R plan
The student will draw a plan
for the identified resources for
reuse, repair and recycling

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step – 5 Conclusion
The students present the
solution for the selected
companies.
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 8: Finding human resources
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction to the
topic
The lector organises the class
into 2-3 groups for teamworking.
Task: identifying sources of
help for value-creating activity
(for example, teachers, peers,
mentors).

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Profile creating
The students are asked to
draw the profile of the ideal
expert

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Resources identifying
The students are asked to
search about data bases,
platforms, resources
organisations etc.

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils
Internet connection: see
LinkedIn; Universities;
Chamber of Commerce;
Business Associations etc.
1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 4 – Expert selection
The students are asked to
check the best candidate (3
options) for the requested
task.
Step 5 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to teams

30 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 9: Finding support services
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction to the
topic
The lector organises the class
into 2-3 groups for teamworking.
Task: identifying support
services (for example, advisor
or consultancy services, peer
or mentor support)

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Profile creating
The students are asked to
draw the profile of the ideal
support services organisation
(terms of references TOR)

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Resources identifying
The students are asked to
search about data bases,
platforms, resources
organisations etc.

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils
Internet connection: see
LinkedIn; Universities;
Chamber of Commerce;
Business Associations etc.
1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Step 4 – Simulation of support
services organisation selection
The students are asked to fit
the TOR with data from
research made on step 3
Step 5 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to teams

40 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.1 Mobilising resources – gather and manage the required resources
Activity 10: Networking the resources
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time required

Step 1 – Introduction to the
topic
The lector organises the class
into 2-3 groups for teamworking.
Task: identifying support
services (for example, advisor
or consultancy services, peer
or mentor support) and
organise a network

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

10 minutes

Step 2 – Select the aim of the
network
The students are asked to
draw the aim of the network
(e.g. entrepreneurial
competences development)

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 3 – Establish the
objectives
The students are asked to
prepare a list of 4-5 field of
interest / main objectives

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

30 minutes

Step 4 – Potential members
identifying
The students are asked to
search about data bases,
platforms, resources
organisations etc. and to
identify potential members

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

60 minutes

Step 5 – Members selection
The students are asked to
prepare an “Invitation and
motivation letter

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

60 minutes

Step 6 – Interview simulation
The teams are asked to play
roles and to make interviews
each to other for test the
strategy to attract network
new members

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

40 minutes

Step 7 – Activity evaluation
The lector will send feedback
to teams

1 room
Tables + chairs
Flipchart + paper + pencils

20 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 1: (Knowing yourself is the Motivation basis)
Activity steps
Step 1 –Students divided in
pairs. They will both play an
interviewer’s role and they will
mark down on the red
coloured worksheets their
pair’s name along with the
answers given to the question:
“Name 2 to 5 characteristics of
yourself that you think THEY
ARE NOT supportive to your
own-personal entrepreneurial
engagement”.
Students switch roles and
repeat the task.
If the number of the students
isodd, the teacher will help.
Step 2 - Students divided in
pairs as in Step 1. They will
mark down on the green
coloured worksheets their
pair’s name along with the
answers given to the question:
“Name 2 to 5 characteristics of
yourself that you think THEY
ARE supportive to your ownpersonal entrepreneurial
engagement”.
Students switch roles and
repeat the task.
If the number of the students
is odd, the teacher will help.

Step 3 -

Resources/materials

Time required

Work Sheet No 1

5 minutes for every pair of
students

Work Sheet No 2

5 minutes for every pair of
students

Students hand over both red
and green colour marked
Worksheets.
Teacher sum up the given
answers and writes them on a
two column list on a flip chart
Step 4 Discussion about the common
findings on each worksheet, to
highlight the supportive
characteristics
Step 5 –Evaluation: Students
mark on both their worksheets
the common characteristics
found from the answers given
by all class, so to be able to
identify which personal
characteristics are common on
other students’ answers and
also which ones areelements
of their personal perspective.

-

Work Sheets No 1 & 2
Flip Chart

5 to 10 minutes (depending on
the number of answers given)

- Work Sheets No 1 & 2
- Flip Chart

20 minutes

-

5 minutes

Work Sheets No 1 & 2
Flip Chart

WORK SHEET No 1
Student’s Name:

Name 2 to 5 characteristics of your personality that you think they WILL NOT be supportive to an
Entrepreneurship engagement

WORK SHEET No 2
Student’s Name:

Name 2 to 5 characteristics of your personality that you think they WILL be supportive to an
Entrepreneurship engagement

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 2: (Knowing yourself is the Motivation basis)
Activity steps
Step 1 – Students will
watch a motivational
video
Step 2 - Students are
asked to identify
characteristics that have
been mentioned in the
video that they have
already wrote on their
“Red” worksheet during
the previous activity
Step 3 Students are asked to
identify characteristics
that have been
mentioned in the video
that they have already
wrote on their “Green”
worksheet during the
previous activity
Step 4 Teacher asks students
about common findings
on both work sheets
and the video. A
discussion is made
Step 5 – Evaluation:
Students refer to the
findings from all class
and spot similarities
with the video.

Resources/materials

Time required

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7iN71uJcG0

11 minutes

Work Sheets No 1 (used in Activity No 4)

5 minutes

Work Sheets No 2(used in Activity No 4)

5 minutes

15 minutes

Flip Chart (used in Activity No 4)

8-9 minutes

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 3 Treasure Hunt: Working on motivation through orientation
– an alternative form of exercise
(In this activity students will work on their cooperation skills in order to
achieve a goal – find the hidden treasure)
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Step 1
Learning to use the compass
Demonstration by the teacher Work Sheet 1
and then practice in the
classroom.
Step 2
Treasure hunt in the school
yard
We split students into 3-4
person teams and start the
outdoor activity by following
the instruction on Work Sheet
2.
Step 3
Return to the classroom
We discuss with the students
the steps they have followed
and the difficulties they have
encountered on the whole
procedure.

Work Sheet 2
Equipment: one compass per team

Time
required

20΄

60΄

40΄

Work Sheet 1
Learning to use the compass
1. We distribute the compasses to students (as many compasses as possible, the more the merrier).
2. We hold a compass, demonstrate and explain its parts (pic 1)
3. We insist on the “Proper Holding” of the compass, as shown in picture 2, because it is fundamental
to the compass correct operation.
4. Holding the compass correctly in our palm and in front of our chest, we turn to the direction the
magnetic needle points. We are now viewing the North. At the same time, we make sure that the
needle of our compass shows “zero” (eg. the north), turning the windscreen so that magnetic
needle coincides with the north of the windscreen. Ask the students to say the "code phrase
“North to North” when is done. This means that the tip of the magnetic needle points to the north
of the windscreen.
5. How do we calculate azimuth (that is, how we aim with a compass):
I.
We turn our compass targeting arrow to wherever we want to go.
II.
We rotate the compass windscreen manually so that the N of the north of the
windscreen coincides with the N of the magnetic needle. (We recommend that
when done the students say the phrase: North to North).
III.
We read on the windscreen the indication shown on the base of the targeting
arrow. This measurement in degrees is called azimuth, and indicates how many
degrees is the point we are aiming far from the North.

Work sheet 2

Find the hidden treasure following the navigation orders from point to point.
Point 1 is the school’s gate.
The others must be discovered by you to earn the hidden treasure in Point 10!

From

To

Azimuth in degrees / Distance to steps

Point 1

Point 2

247 degrees / 45 steps

Point 2

Point 3

60 degrees / 32 steps

Point 3

Point 4

120 degrees / 50 steps

Point 4

Point 5

45 degrees / steps

Point 5

Point 6

69 degrees / steps

Point 6

Point 7

87 degrees / 21 steps

Point 7

Point 8

240 degrees / 30 steps

Point 8

Point 9

98 degrees / 25 steps

Point 9

Point 10

78 degrees / 75 steps

Notes for the teacher:
I.
Every team starts from a different “Point 1”.
II.
The points indicated above should lead to certain areas/spots of the school yard with a characteristic
construction/object (for example a tree). Optionally, we can design a route that leads in and out of the
school’s building.
III.
To make the game more interesting, we can enrich this “Orienteering” with some hidden requirements
at different points of the route, e.g. in the basketball field there may be a ball and the requirement may
be to play. For example: “have 2 successful shots before continuing to your next destination”.
IV.
The team that arrives first at Point 10 earns the “hidden treasure”, a small treat or a beverage.

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 4: (MOTIVATIONAL ANIMATION MAKING )
Activity steps
Step 1 –1st Hour
INTRODUCTION (Purpose, how
important is a logo or an
animation to support a
business idea, to persuade, to
attract, to inspire future
entrepreneur, to inform
people about the help and
contribution this project can
provide).

Step 2 Specifications( properly
dimensions, simple or not ,
colored or not, easily
understandable,
distinguishable)
Step 3 Split the students in groups,
give them instructions to
search in internet to find out
animations or logos related
with the ‘motivation’ and
perseverance that can inspire
them to create their own and
to continue it as a homework.

Step 4 – 2nd hour
Presentation of the graphic
design software from an expert

Resources/materials

Time required

p/c,
projector, internet , board
20΄

Blender Software,
Wix website (Logo Creation
Tool)
15΄

10΄

45΄

Step 5 Implementation
Step 6Projects presentation- Voting
for the best one- Conclusions

1-2 weeks (suggested)

45΄

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 5: Break things down into easy-to-understand parts
(This activity involves showing students that some things, which seem
impossible or too confusing at first, can be broken down into easy-tounderstand parts).
Activity steps
Step 1
We give groups of students broken
(not repairable) clocks, watches,
or safe (ie not sharp and
unplugged) appliances or
mechanical toys (eg a jack-in-thebox).

Resources/materials

5΄
Broken clocks, watches, appliances or mechanical
toys

Step 2
When each group has an
item, first we ask them to discuss
how it might work:
«Look at your object and discuss
how it might work».

Step 3
Then we invite them to take their
object apart, without any
requirement other than they must
discover how it works:
«Now take it apart and look at
what makes it work. Write down
what you recognise, such
as springs, screws, coils, gears,
batteries or wiring».
Step 4
When they finished, we ask them
to write down any ideas about
how the parts might work

Time
required

15΄

Worksheets
Tool set boxes (including allen wrench sets, manual
screwdriver sets etc)

30΄

30΄
Worksheets

together and present their ideas
to the class.
Step 5
When they’ve completed the task
we explain to the students that
they have just experienced their
ability to break something down
into more understandable parts.
Also we explain that this kind of
experiences will build their
competence awareness. Dividing
big assignments or jobs into small
tasks will give them the
confidence to get started and the
resilience to persevere.
And we discuss the matter with
them.

Step 6
We invite the groups to put their
new awareness into mottos or
posters for the classroom, for
example: “By achieving one task
after another, you’ll get the whole
job done”.

15΄

Colour Marker Sets or similar
Drawing Papers

30΄
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2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 6. (An Interview with an Entrepreneur)
Activity steps
1st Hour
Step 1
Introduction(Explanations are
given about what exactly are
we going to do and what to
achieve through an interview)
Step 2 Brief instructions on interview
technique (Available time,
structure, suggested
entrepreneurs from the local
community, where it will take
place, how it will be recorded,
the role of each student).

Step 3 Work out the Interview- A
draft is created by students
with the supervision and the
guidance of the teacher
(discussion, brainstorming).
Questions must be focused on
the motivation and the
perseverance (students should
think close-ended and openended questions)

Resources/materials

Time required

5΄
Board

https://eclass.duth.gr/
https://eclass.uoa.gr/
20΄
Board
Video camera, Projector

20΄
p/c, internet

2nd Hour
Step 4Roll play-The teacher asks for
volunteer students to do the
simulation (Check if the time is
sufficient, how slowly , clearly
or loudly the questions should
be asked. May modify or
improve a question).

30 ΄
Video camera, audio recorder

(Don’t forget to ask his
permission)
Step 5 –
Comments –the final
corrections are made and a
student rewrites the final form
of the questionnaire

15΄

Step 6An entrepreneur gives an
interview -video recording.
30΄

Step 7Presentation.
Conclusions-Discussion ( If the
goals are achieved, selfevaluation, self-understanding,
how does it help them to find
out if they have the traits
found in successful
entrepreneurs).
POTENTIONAL QUESTIONS
1. How did you come up with the idea of this particular business?
2. Has this business already existed?
If YES: Have you done any changes or are you planning to do to develop it?
3.

What were your motives?

45΄

4. In recent years Greeks have been influenced by the financial crisis. How much this situation has
affected you and your business?
5. Has there been any period that you have thought to give up due to various problems or you have
stayed focused on goals?
6. Do you think that staying focused on the initial goals is a crucial factor to keep going,
if the difficulties are many?
7. Usually there are persons (friends , our family or someone else) who try to influence our
decisions either positively or negatively. Did that happen to you?
If yes: How did you handle it? What actions do you take?
8. On a scale from one to ten, how important is motivation and perseverance?
9. Ι plan to run my own business soon. What three advises would you give me?

even

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 7: (Stay motivated and Don’t give up)
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Step 1 Introduction(Motivation
and Perseverance are
significant factors that
could be found in
entrepreneurial pursuit)
Step 2 The teacher writes the
quote «Don’t give up –Stay
Motivated» and asks for
students volunteers to
come to the front of the
classroom. In the
meantime the teacher
places blindfolds on each
student and explains to
them that they will walk a
distance of 5 m with 2
books on their head. Every
time that the books fall
down they have to come
back at the starting point
and try again. When they
get to the finish line they
gain an award voucher. The
student ,who will collect the
most, wins (sweets or
whatever ). The audience
is able to either encourage
or discourage the students
by shouting Give up or Don
΄t give up .

Time required

5΄

https://www.econedlink.org/resources/theentepreneur-in-you/
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eurscientific-and-technical-researchreports/entrecomp-action-get-inspiredmake-it-happen-user-guide-europeanentrepreneurship-competence
Board, blindfolds
An award voucher template is attached

5΄(explain the
activity)
5΄(to complete the
activity)

Step 3 –
Questions
To the audience (Students
answer their teacher's
questions about the
behavior that volunteers
developed during the
activity. He or she also asks
them to explain whether
their behavior influenced
volunteer students when
they were encouraged or
discouraged by them).
To the students
volunteer(The teacher asks
them to explain what made
them to stay focused on
their goal and if they were
influenced by the shouts of
the audience)

Step 4 Discussion (What is the
relationship between the
previous activity and the
phrase which is written on
the board.
If they ran a business and
facing financial problems
what would they do?
(they would easily quit,
insist, be influenced by the
opinions of their friends)
Step 5 Conclusion (A definition of
motivation and
perseverance is given)

A file with questions is attached

15΄

10΄

http://www.businessdictionary.com

QUESTIONS
TO THE AUDIENCE:
- Describe the behavior of the students volunteers during the activity
(they had patience, perseverance, easily quit, irritability, strategy )

5΄

- Do you think that students volunteers were influenced by your behavior?
( Yes, Definitely, No, Maybe )
TO THE STUDENTS VOLUNTEERS
- What made you stay focused on your goal?
(Motivation, I always want to be the winner )
-Have you been influenced by the audience?
(No , I always stay focused, sometimes )
DEFINITION
MOTIVATION: Internal and external factors that stimulate people's desire and energy to be continually
interested and committed to a job, role or subject, or to make an effort to achieve a goal.
PERSEVERANCE: To be persistent and overcome a set of obstacles. Obstacles could include
physical barriers ("He persevered through his pain, and finished the race."), criticism ("Despite
the taunts that he could never finish school because he wasn't smart enough, he worked hard
and persevered, and graduated with honors."), or discouragement ("Although his first attempt at
the project was a failure, he persevered until he found a better solution.")

AWARD VOUCHER
GREAT WORK
DON’T GIVE UP
GREAT WORK
DON’T GIVE UP
GREAT WORK
DON’T GIVE UP
GREAT WORK
DON’T GIVE UP
GREAT WORK
DON’T GIVE UP

Module 2: Resources

2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 8: Introduction: The concept of perseverance
Activity steps
Step 1 – video

Resources/materials
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GM5wTcItbuY

Time
required
10΄

Step 2 - Conceptual
definitions of perseverance
are given. Students are invited
to comment on the video they
watched.

https://www.wordreference.com/definition/persevera
nce
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/perseverance
1. Steady persistence in a course of action, a
purpose, a state, etc., esp. in spite of
difficulties, obstacles, or discouragement.
2. Persistence in doing something despite
difficulty or delay in achieving success.

25΄

Step 3 - Split students into
groups of 3-4 persons. We
create cards with the key
words, distribute the cards to
the students and ask them to
make short sentences
describing acts characterized
by perseverance. Each
sentence must use at least
two of the words.

https://greek.abcthesaurus.com/browse_synonyms/sy
nonyms_for_%CE%B5%CF%80%CE%AF%CE%BC%CE%B
F%CE%BD%CE%B7.html

25΄

Step 4 – We ask students to
describe acts (from their
personal or intimate
environment experience)
characterized of
perseverance.

Worksheet 1.
Key words: Intolerance, stubbornness, dedication,
stability, obstinacy, determination, repetition, stamina.

30΄

Work sheet 1.
Make three short sentences describing acts characterized by perseverance. Each sentence must contain
at least two of the following words.

Intolerance

Stubbornnes
s

Determination

Dedication

Repetition

Stability

Stamina

Obstinacy
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2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 9: “Failure is success in progress.” (Albert Einstein)
(In this unit students will learn that failure is part of the process of success so that they do not get
frustrated and continue the effort.)
Activity steps
Step 1 – Reading a story or
watch a Video of famous
failures

Resources/materials
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140331213426461078-the-greatest-failures-of-all-time/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNihl8oGA7A

Time
required
15΄

Step 2 - Split students into
groups of 3-4 persons. We
distribute the worksheet 1
and ask them to follow the
instructions.

Worksheet 1
Things that we do and do not control

25΄

Step 3 - Work with the
results. What went wrong?
Were there things that they
could control or not?

Worksheet 2
Short stories of famous failures

25΄

Step 4 – Discussion about the
way that they prepare an
important future step.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140331213426461078-the-greatest-failures-of-all-time/
https://www.brainscape.com/blog/2014/11/8-colossalscrew-ups-history/
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/communication/10famous-failures-that-will-inspire-you-success.html

25΄

Work sheet 1
Things that we do and do not control
In each of the above explanatory schemes there are things we can control or not. Sort them in the tables
below. You can also complete the tables with your own thoughts and proposals

Self-awareness

Weather
and
seasons

Decision
s, beliefs
& values

Medical
diagnos
es

Plans (not outcomes!)
Desire, passion & energy

All
other
people

Harm
and
tragedy

Behavior
s and
actions

Skills
and
learning
Economic
pressures

Time and
events

Reactions to
Externals

CONTROL

DO NOT CONTROL

Work sheet 2
Short stories of famous failures

Bill Gates and Paul Allen started a business called Traf-O-Data, which took raw data from traffic
counters and processed them into reports to sell to cities in Washington for traffic planning purposes.
Then the state began giving away the reports to cities for free, making the business model completely
obsolete. But the two college dropouts with a track record of failure didn’t give up. Instead, they created
Microsoft.

When Napoleon Bonaparte led the strongest army ever assembled in continental Europe to take over
Russia in June 1812, the campaign was only supposed to take a short amount of time. Unfortunately,
Russian armies held out longer than expected and ended up fighting in the bitter cold Russian winter.
Most of Napoleon’s army was killed either by the Russians or simply by disease and exposure. The
decimated army could not hold out and was later famously defeated for good at Waterloo. Interestingly
enough, Hitler made the same miscalculation over a century later when he sent some of his troops to
invade Russia without proper winter supplies.

The word ‘Einstein’ is associated with intelligence and synonymous with genius. Yet it is a famous
fact that the pioneer of the theory of general relativity, Albert Einstein himself, could not speak fluently
until the age of nine. His rebellious nature led to expulsion from school, and he was refused admittance
to the Zurich Polytechnic School.
His earlier setbacks did not stop him from winning the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. To this day, his
research has influenced various aspects of life including culture, religion, art, etc.
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2.2 Motivation and perseverance – stay focussed and don’t give up
Activity 10: Improving perseverance
(In this activity students will research ways of improving their perseverance in
order to achieve their goals)
Activity steps

Resources/materials

Time
required
20΄

Step 2 - Working with class.
Using Brainstorming as a
teaching technique the
teacher poses the problem.

Ways, methods and strategies improving perseverance
https://www.hashtagpositivity.com/blog/5-strategiesfor-improving-perseverance

20΄

Step 3 - Ask students to
solve the crossword.
Step 4 – Ask students to make
a conceptual map, a plan in
order to deal with their
problem.
Step 5 - Discussion about the
results of their work

Worksheet 1.

10΄

Worksheet 2.

20΄

Step 1 – Ask students to
write out a brief description
of a problem concerning their
personal life (school, family,
friendship, sports activities
etc.) that they facing in the
present time and wish to
overcome.

10΄

Module 6: Into Action
Taking the initiative – go for it
Activity 1: "Taking the initiative" is about …
Introduction – Please introduce the concept of “taking the initiative” according to the
EntreComp framework. Keep in mind that the underlying concept is built upon a broad
definition of value. The creation of value can include cultural, social or economic benefits.
The keywords in that introduction are:
-

“Taking the initiative” is about being pro-active and take action

-

…is about initiating processes that create value (cultural, social and/or economic)

-

…is about working independently

-

…is about taking responsibility
Time required app. 15-20 Minutes

Activity 1: Introduction: "Taking the initiative" is about …
Resources/materials

Give each student the opportunity to say in
one sentence or less (i.e. one word):
“for me, `Taking the initiative` means ..."

-

Time required

App. 20-30 Minutes
(1-2 Minutes per
Student)

Module 6: Into Action
Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 2: Discover your abilities
Resources/materials

Time required

Worksheet 1

2 X 15 Minutes

Divide the students into pairs. Both students
play alternating a role as listener/minute
taker, writing down the situation depicted by
their partner (in brief) who plays the role as
narrator.
Task:
- Let students describe their partner an
everyday situation in which someone has
taken the initiative
- Let students tell what they think was the
motivation of that person to take the
initiative
- Let Students describe the value created in
that situation respectively the value
expected

WORK SHEET No 1 (listener/minute taker)

Please describe an everyday situation in which someone has “taken the initiative”

What do you think was the motivation of that person to take the initiative?

Please describe the value created in that situation respectively the value expected.

Module 6: Into Action
Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 4: Explore your opportunities
Resources/materials

Time required

Worksheet 2

2 X 15 Minutes

The procedure of activity 3. is similar to
activity 2 with a different task
Divide the students into pairs. Both students
play alternating a role as listener, writing
down the situation depicted by their partner
who plays the role as narrator.
Tasks:
- Let students describe their partner a
situation in which they have taken the
initiative
- Let students describe their what was their
motivation to take the initiative in that
situation
- Let students describe their partner the
value created in that situation
respectively the value they expected

WORK SHEET No 3

1. Please mention 2 or 3 characteristics of your personality that you think are supportive for
you to “take action”
2. Please mention 2 or 3 characteristics of your personality that you think are NOT
supportive for you to “take action”

1.

2.

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 5: Learn about your strengths

Resources/materials

Time required

Worksheet 3

2 X 10 Minutes each

Single working student

-

Let students mention and
describe (in few sentences)
some of their personal
characteristics which are
supportive to take action
(and some which are not)

WORK SHEET No 3

Please mention 2 or 3 characteristics of your personality that you think are supportive for
you to “taking the initiative”

Please mention 2 or 3 characteristics of your personality that you think are NOT
supportive for you to “taking the initiative”

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 6: Know your weaknesses

Resources/materials

Time required

Worksheet 4

2 X 15 Minutes

Single working student
-

Let students describe a
situation in which someone
motivated them to take
action

-

Let students describe a
situation in which they
themselves motivated
someone to take action

WORK SHEET No 4
Please describe a situation in which someone motivated you to take action:

Please describe a situation in which you have motivated others to take action:

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 7: Joint processing and reflection

Resources/materials

Time required

Flip Chart

20-30 Minutes

Reflecting & collecting the results:
Can we derive which personal
characteristics are rather
1) Supportive to take the
initiative
2) And which personal
characteristics are hindering
taking the initiative?

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 8: Overcoming hurdles

Resources/materials

Time required

Worksheet 5

10 Minutes each

Single Student work:
Ask the students to present an idea
with which they take the initiative, to
take action to create value. Invite them
to write their idea down.
Students are informed that they should
convince others of this idea after this
activity
Task: Each student presents an idea
how to take the initiative, take action,
create value

WORK SHEET No 5
You have an idea to take the initiative, to take measures to create value? Please write it
down in a few sentences. You think your idea is too simple? This is probably wrong; the
simplest ideas are often the best.
Please be prepared to convince your group fellows to support your idea in a discussion.

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 9: Convincing others

Resources/materials

Each student is given the task of
convincing a fellow student or a
small group of students of his/her
idea.
Before that, the students define the
goal:
- To win them as a business partner
- To win them as employees
- To win them as customers

-

Time required

20-30 Minutes

Module 6: Into Action

Taking the initiative – go for it

Activity 10: Reflecting & collecting the results from activity 8 and 9

Together in the classroom
Leading questions:
-

Which ideas were particularly
successful in convincing
others?

-

Is there a certain strategy
which is particularly successful
to convince others?

Board / Flip Chart

App. 30 minutes

Worksheet 1

1
D

E
T
2
P

E
3

R

E
R
4
B

E

F

O

C

U

8
P

I

S

K

M
5
C

I

6
P

7
A

E

L

N
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N

V

A

A

E

A

A

R

T

P

L

S

R

E

A

D

C

T

E

ACROSS
3 I am not afraid of mistakes
4 I remain concentrated to my goal
8 Imagine my goal and trying to solve imaginary
problems (2 words)

I

C

E

I

M

A

G

E

R

Y

F

O

R

Z

Y

N

E

E

DOWN
1The process of establishing something exactly,
typically by calculation or research
2 Doing something despite difficulty or delay in
achieving success
5I write the desired outcome of what i want to
accomplish6I have to take into account all the
difficulties
7I think about all aspects of the problem in detail

WORD BANK: ANALYZE, BEFOCUSED, CLARIFY, DETERMINATION, PERSEVERE, PRACTISEIMAGERY, PR
EPARE, RISK

Worksheet 2
This is a plan, something that will help you to organize your thoughts and prepare yourself for the next
step. You have to consider all the individual difficulties, things that can be controlled or not. It is also
important to try to divide the key goal into smaller ones and to try to achieve each one separately.
The following conceptual map is just an example. You can change it or make your own one.

I want to
Improve my
Grades

mathematics
Smaller
attainable goals

Pay more
attention in
class
Talk to my
teachers

Analyze the goal
and find solutions

Ask questions

Find the
obstacles and
overcome them
It is difficult
because there is
so much noise

Module 3: Into Action

Reflect – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 1: My Choices
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Step 1 – This is an
individual activity; hence
participants will be asked
to complete the first step
of this activity
independently.

None Required

2 mins

Step 2 – Ask participants
to reflect on their lives to
this date, and write down
the 5 most important
moments of their lives so
far, such as professional
successes, personal
achievements and/or life
adventures.

Pens and Papers for the Participants

15 mins

Step 3 – Introduce Gibb’s
Reflective Cycle to your
students and ask them to
examine their
experiences through the
stages of this model.

Gibbs Reflective Cycle and Guidelines
Printed:
https://www.ed.ac.uk/reflection/reflectorstoolkit/reflecting-on-experience/gibbsreflective-cycle

20 minutes

Step 4- Group Reflection
and Discussion

None

15 mins

Module 3: Into Action

Reflect – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 2: The Journey of Failure
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Step 1 – Present the participants with the
Projector/ Screen
following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLYECIjmnQs

3-4 mins

Step 2 – Discuss the video with the participants
and stress the importance of failing to achieve.

None

20 mins

Step 3 – Prepare a sheet with the following
questions and share it with your participants to
start their journey – for personal reflection:

A sheet with the
proposed questions.

10 mins

•

What can I do to turn losing into something
not so hard to swallow?

•

What is a simple habit I can start doing to
move me out of my comfort zone?

•

How can I recognize my wins, however small?

•

What is one simple thing I failed at that I can
turn into a lesson?

•

What can I do to turn that loss into a win?

•

Who can uplift me when I feel down after a
loss?

•

Where and what is a safe environment for me
to have failures?

•

What skill do I want to learn so bad that I’m
okay to fail a few times before I’m good at it?

•

How can I break this skill down to make it less
likely that I fail?

Module 3: Into Action

Reflect – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 3: Failure Toss
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Step 1 – Ask participants to define failure and
invite several responses.

None Required

5-10 mins

Step 2 – Instruct participants to fold a sheet of
paper in half vertically, creating two columns
(You may want to demonstrate this). At the top
of the left-hand column, have them write the
word FAILURES. Below that, have the
participants write a list of their failures. Tell
them that no one else is going to see their
failures, and this part of the exercise will not be
shared. Have them number each failure.

Pens and Papers for
the Participants

5-10 mins

Step 3 – At the top of the right-hand column,
have them write the word WISDOM. In that
column, have them write any valuable wisdom
they learned from each of their failures. Give an
example such as: “Wisdom #1: I learned that I
can never look to someone else to make me
happy.” Tell them they can have many
“wisdoms” for each failure.

None

5-10 minutes

Step 4 –Discuss how failures led us to gain
None
wisdom and present them with the following
video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2QqvItdejQ

10 mins

Step 5- Lastly, Instruct the students to tear their
papers in half along the fold. This leaves them
with their FAILURES in one hand and their

5-10 mins

None

WISDOMS in the other. Have them choose from
the following four options:
1. Keep both your FAILURES and your
WISDOMS.
2. Throw away your FAILURES and keep
your WISDOMS.
3. Throw away your WISDOMS and keep
your FAILURES.
4. Throw away both your FAILURES and
your WISDOMS.
After participants made their choice, ask a few
volunteers to share their choices and discuss it
with the group.

Module 3: Into Action

Learn to learn – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 4: Manque’ (Unfulfilled Dream)
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Step 1 –Split participants into
small groups (4-5 participants
per group).

None Required

5 mins

Step 2 – Ask a volunteer to
write down a dream and the
reason they cannot achieve it
at the moment. Then ask them
to pass the paper to the other
persons of the group and ask
them to offer a solution for the
problem: who, where and how
it could be solved. Game ends
when the sheet comes back to
the ‘owner’.

Pens and Papers for the
Participants

15-20 mins

Step 3 – Explain to the group
that the goal of this activity
was to show that:

None

15-20 minutes

•
•

You can always find a
solution;
Involving other people
can offer different
perception to the
problem.

Module 3: Into Action

Learn to learn – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 5: Puzzle
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Preparation: Divide up the
puzzle and place an equal
amount of pieces into each
team bags.

Puzzle (not a complex one) and
small bags

Prepare this activity before
class.

Step 1: Split participants in
smaller groups and provide
each team with a bag. Instruct
them to assemble the puzzle
as quickly as possible. Try to
ensure that each teams puzzle
pieces appear to be an entire
puzzle.

Small bags with Puzzle pieces

20-30 mins

Step 2: Provide enough time
for the teams to work on the
puzzles. Teams will assume
that they competing against
one another, however there is
only one puzzle and the pieces
have shared out between the
two teams. Discuss the key
point of the exercise which is
for the team to identify the
problem and resolve it by
discussing it between them
and working together.

None Required

15-20 minutes

Module 3: Into Action

Learn to learn – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 6: Find the Ball
Activity steps
Step 1 - Ask for 3 volunteers
and inform them that they
would be called back into the
room one at a time to search
for a hidden paper ball.
Step 2 – Advice the rest of the
group to provide:
a. Silent Feedback to
volunteer 1 – remain
silent and motionless
b. Negative Feedback to
volunteer 2 – not
respond to any
requests, show
dissatisfaction through
their comments etc.
c. Positive Feedback to
volunteer 3 – positive
comments and
encouragement.
Step 3- Group Reflection – Ask
volunteers:
- How did you feel while
looking for the ball?
- How did the feedback
you received affected
your performance?
- What did you thing
/feel about the other
person giving the
feedback?
Explain to the group that
the objective of this
activity was to experience
the different feedback
styles and get a feel of.

Resources

Time required

A paper ball

10 mins

Classroom

15-20 mins

10-15 mins

Module 3: Into Action

Learning through experience – Take lessons from your successes and
failures
Activity 7: Presentation Time
Activity steps

Resources

Time required

Step 1 –Divide participants in
teams and ask them to
prepare a small presentation
(10 mins max) on a topic of
their choice.

Laptops, PCs

20-30 mins

Step 2 – At the end ask each
team to provide feedback on
the other presentations and
discuss it as a group.

Projector/ TV

15-20 mins

Questions for Discussion:
-

What was like to
provide feedback?
- What was it like to
hear feedback from
someone?
- How could you use this
feedback for future
presentations?
Step 3 – After receiving the
feedback ask the teams to
make a list of how they could
use the feedback to improve
future presentations.
The aim of this activity is for
participants to be able to filter
the feedback provided and
identify what they have
learned through this.

Module 3: Into Action

Learning through experience – Take lessons from your successes and
failures
Activity 8: The Underperforming Employee
Activity steps
Step 1 –Present the group with
the scenario that an employee
did not deliver a project on
time and missed a few
deadlines. Discuss with the
group how they would
approach this situation and
how they would resolve the
issue.
Step 2- Divide the group into
teams and instruct them to
write a short action plan on
how they would handle the
situation.
Step 3 – After the discussion,
explain to the group that the
response of the manager was
as follow:
‘The project wasn’t delivered
on time; do you have any idea
why? As you know, we’re
trying to get everything
organized for the new website,
so if you’re late on a project, it
slows down the rest of the
team.
For the next project, let’s
make sure you have more time
and resources to finish as
planned. Going forward,
maybe you can schedule your
work in advance to make sure

Resources

Time required

None Required

15-20 mins

Pens and Papers for the
Participants

15-20 mins

15-20 mins

that you’re not overloaded
towards the end.’
Discuss their feedback and the
feedback provided by the
manager with the group: was
it constructive? will this help
the employee in the future?
Can the employee create value
out of this?
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Learning through experience – Take lessons from your successes and failures
Activity 9: The Entrepreneurial Mind
Activity steps

Resources

Step 1 – Prepare a case study to be shared Pen and Paper
with your students using the journey of
Steve Jobs
(https://scottamyx.com/2017/10/30/storystrive-steve-jobs-success/), but make sure
you change the name so your student
would not know that this is Steve’s Job
story.
Step 2 – Split participants in groups of 3 or Case Study Prepared
4 and share the case study prepared.
Step 3- Ask participants to analyse the
journey of this entrepreneur: how did he
do it, the key factors for success, would
you have done it differently, could you
have done the same journey, have you
encountered any similar situations, if so
what did you do?
Step 4 - Feedback Session - Explain to your
participants that this is the journey of
Steve Jobs founder of Apple and Pixer, and
it shows how failures open new
opportunities and how to turn the failures
into success stories. The idea is for the
students to see enterprise as tangible,
every day (familiar even), as a series of
minor steps and small scale risks and about
trying things out to see what happens.

Time required
30 mins

10-15 mins
20 mins

20 mins

Module 3: Into Action

Learning through experience – Take lessons from your successes and
failures
Activity 10: The Entrepreneurial Maze
Activity steps
Step 1 –Share the activity
handout provided below with
your students and explain to
them that the goal is to try to
solve the maze and if they
make a mistake to try again.

Step 2 – Group DiscussionExplain to your students that
making mistakes are actually
normal and valuable learning
opportunities if we embrace
them. This maze activity offers
an opportunity to students to
stretch themselves, reflect,
and learn during a challenging
task.

Resources
Activity Handout, Pens

Time required
15-20 mins

15 mins

Instructions: Try to solve the maze below – if you make a mistake try again, and
again!

